
 
 

Year 9 Practical PE Whole Year Plan  

 

Term Content 

Autumn 1 
 

Netball  
● Recap of basic skills required - passing, shooting, rebounding, marking, intercepting 
● Marking - How do I mark someone effectively ‘on’ and ‘off’ the ball? 
● Shooting - why do I need to follow in my shot? 
● Shooting positioning - Where do I need to stand when my partner is shooting? 
● Tactical positioning when ‘feeding’ the D - where do the Centre and Wing Attack stand? 
● Centre pass tactics - how can I ensure my team always receive our own centre pass? 
● Zonal marking/spacing - how do we avoid crowding the ball on the court? 

 
Basketball  

● Passing / dribbling / shooting - Combining all skills to effectively influence a game situation.  
● Rebounding - Tactically anticipating the appropriate time to move towards the basket in 

preparation for a rebound. 
● Man to man & Zone defence - Correctly implementing these tactics during a competitive practice. 
● Fast Break - Correctly implementing a fast break as a team during a competitive practice. 
● Assessment Lesson - Practically demonstrating the tactical knowledge to positively influence a game 

as an individual and collectively as a team.  
Fitness  

● Circuit training - Incorporating light weights into a circuit. Acquiring knowledge of how to safely and 
effectively use weights. 

● Crossfit games - Students complete a range of different exercises focusing on improving a range of 
different components of fitness. Cardiovascular endurance, power, speed, muscular endurance, 
flexibility, balance and strength. 

● Exercise intensity - Varying intensity to work on different elements of fitness. HITT working 
anaerobic endurance and continuous training working aerobically. 

● Fitness suite challenges - Completing the maximum amount of reps or longest duration of time 
whilst maintaining perfect form and techniques for each exercise. 

● Assessment lesson 
 

Autumn 2 
 

Netball  
● Recap of basic skills required - passing, shooting, rebounding, marking, intercepting 
● Marking - How do I mark someone effectively ‘on’ and ‘off’ the ball? 
● Shooting - why do I need to follow in my shot? 
● Shooting positioning - Where do I need to stand when my partner is shooting? 
● Tactical positioning when ‘feeding’ the D - where do the Centre and Wing Attack stand? 
● Centre pass tactics - how can I ensure my team always receive our own centre pass? 
● Zonal marking/spacing - how do we avoid crowding the ball on the court? 

 
Basketball  

● Passing / dribbling / shooting - Combining all skills to effectively influence a game situation.  
● Rebounding - Tactically anticipating the appropriate time to move towards the basket in 

preparation for a rebound. 
● Man to man & Zone defence - Correctly implementing these tactics during a competitive practice. 
● Fast Break - Correctly implementing a fast break as a team during a competitive practice. 
● Assessment Lesson - Practically demonstrating the tactical knowledge to positively influence a game 

as an individual and collectively as a team.  
 

Fitness  
● Circuit training - Incorporating light weights into a circuit. Acquiring knowledge of how to safely and 

effectively use weights. 
● CrossFit games - Students complete a range of different exercises focusing on improving a range of 



 
 

different components of fitness. Cardiovascular endurance, power, speed, muscular endurance, 
flexibility, balance and strength. 

● Exercise intensity - Varying intensity to work on different elements of fitness. HITT working 
anaerobic endurance and continuous training working aerobically. 

● Fitness suite challenges - Completing the maximum amount of reps or longest duration of time 
whilst maintaining perfect form and techniques for each exercise. 

● Assessment lesson 

Spring 1 
 

Badminton  
● How do I outwit my opponent in Badminton? 

● Revisit skills from year 8 - To be able to demonstrate a range of badminton strokes in 

isolation/game context - serve, forehand, backhand, overhead clear  

● Singles tactics - staying in the middle of court and hitting into the corners - ‘What are different ways 
I can outwit my opponent?’ 

● Attacking tactics - Game play - Performing the overhead clear drop shot combination. 
● Doubles tactics - front and back - To be able to demonstrate effective movement on my side of the 

court during a game 

● Assessment Lesson - Demonstrating the ability to successfully implement tactics to gain an 
advantage.  

Table Tennis  
● Chop & Loop - ‘When is the correct time to demonstrate a chop / loop within a competitive game?’ 
● Attacking tactics - Game play - Moving your opponent around different parts of the court to 

highlight your strengths and expose their weaknesses. 
● Defensive tactics - Game play - Playing high and long to stay within the rally. 
● Doubles - Game play - Playing front and back with your partner. Effectively communicating and 

changing positions during a game.  
Handball  

● Passing and Receiving to create space (set plays) - How can set pieces positively influence game 
performance and result? 

● Shooting - Attacking tactics - Using the jump shot effectively to create an advantageous angle. Using 
screening effectively to create space for teammates. 

● Defensive Tactics and positions -Students surround the defending D blocking space. Students shift 
as the ball is moved from one side to the next.  

● Positions - Students are made aware of the difference between attacking and defending position 
and how the switch between positions can happen quickly. 

Spring 2 
 

Badminton  
● How do I outwit my opponent in Badminton? 

● Revist skills from year 8 - To be able to demonstrate a range of badminton strokes in isolation/game 

context - serve, forehand, backhand, overhead clear  

● Singles tactics - staying in the middle of court and hitting into the corners - ‘What are different ways 
I can outwit my opponent?’ 

● Attacking tactics - Game play - Performing the overhead clear drop shot combination 
● Doubles tactics - front and back - To be able to demonstrate effective movement on my side of the 

court during a game 

● Assessment Lesson - Demonstrating the ability to successfully  implement tactics to gain an 
advantage.  
 

Table Tennis  
● Chop & Loop - ‘When is the correct time to demonstrate a chop / loop within a competitive game?’ 
● Attacking tactics - Game play - Moving your opponent around different parts of the court to 

highlight your strengths and expose their weaknesses. 
● Defensive tactics - Game play - Playing high and long to stay within the rally. 
● Doubles - Game play - Playing front and back with your partner. Effectively communicating and 



 
 

changing positions during a game.  
 
Handball  

● Passing and Receiving to create space (set moves) - How can set pieces positively influence game 
performance and result? 

● Shooting - Attacking tactics - Using the jump shot effectively to create an advantageous angle. Using 
screening effectively to create space for teammates. 

● Defensive Tactics and positions -Students surround the defending D blocking space. Students shift 
as the ball is moved from one side to the next.  

● Positions - Students are made aware of the difference between attacking and defending position 
and how the switch between positions can happen quickly. 

Summer 1 
 

Athletics  
● Long Distance - The power of the pace setter. Students are encouraged to think about the tactical 

elements to a long distance race and when is the best time to break away from the group? 
● Sprinting - Recap on teaching points from year 7 and 8. Placement of foot on the ground with toes 

pointing towards shin. Stride length appropriate to the individual.  
● Long Jump & Triple Jump - Completing legal jumps implementing the correct technique during 

competition. Students compete against each other and record results.  
● Shot put & Javelin - Completing legal jumps implementing the correct technique during 

competition. Students compete against each other and record results.  
 
Striking and Fielding - Rounders’ or Softball  

● Fielding -Throwing and catching - Maintaining the correct technique whilst under pressure within a 
competitive situation.  

● Pitching - Variation in speeds and accuracy when pitching - Placement of pitch dependant on 
teammates and opposition. 

● Batting - How to hold bat correctly - Placement of shot depends on fielders and what basses are full 
/ free. 

● Game Play - Outwitting the opponent - Implementing the correct tactics during a competitive game 
to outwit and gain an advantage over the opponent. 

Summer 2 
 

Athletics  
● Long Distance - The power of the pace setter. Students are encouraged to think about the tactical 

elements to a long distance race and when is the best time to break away from the group? 
● Sprinting - Recap on teaching points from year 7 and 8. Placement of foot on the ground with toes 

pointing towards shin. Stride length appropriate to the individual.  
● Long Jump & Triple Jump - Completing legal jumps implementing the correct technique during 

competition. Students compete against each other and record results.  
● Shot put & Javelin - Completing legal jumps implementing the correct technique during 

competition. Students compete against each other and record results.  
 
Striking and Fielding - Rounders or Softball  

● Fielding -Throwing and catching - Maintaining the correct technique whilst under pressure within a 
competitive situation.  

● Pitching - Variation in speeds and accuracy when pitching - Placement of pitch dependant on 
teammates and opposition. 

● Batting - How to hold bat correctly - Placement of shot depends on fielders and what basses are full 
/ free. 

● Game Play - Outwitting the opponent - Implementing the correct tactics during a competitive game 
to outwit and gain an advantage over the opponent. 

 

 

 


